
Relaxing outdoors
A selection of outdoor pieces by Bolia
This spring, the sophisticated silhouettes of the Sling lounge chair and the Calm pouf 
complete the Bolia Outdoor Collection, launched in 2020. Next to these new pieces 
are classics like the Orlando Outdoor sofa, now available in beige, the Conwy rug, and 
the Highlands planter series: so many beautiful designs intended to create a relaxing 
outdoor space, ahead of the sunny days.
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Sling Lounge Chair
The minimalist touches of the Sling 
lounge chair are enhanced by quality 
craftsmanship evolving around sus-
tainable elements. A visual blend of 
rigidity and softness, with its straight 
lines formed by rounded tubes and 
arched feet, Sling stands out for its 
sophisticated, elegant and modern sil-
houette. Stable and solid, with cush-
ions that add the final touch between 
comfort and aesthetics.

Conwy Rug
The Conwy outdoor rug 
will be ideal to com-
plete any outdoor space. 
Handmade from 90% 
jute and 10% wool, the 
Conwy outdoor rug pres-
ents a natural, Nordic 
and rustic expression, 
while the two materials 
of which it is made create 
an unexpected contrast. 
Available in several co-
lours and sizes, it can be 
adapted to the needs and 
characteristics of the out-
door space in question 
and adds a warm and 
comfortable touch under 
a sofa or coffee table.

Orlando Outdoor Modular Sofa
Originally designed for indoor use, and then launched in 2020 in an outdoor version, 
the Orlando modular sofa is ideal to enjoy friendly evenings or peaceful moments in the 
utmost comfort. The designers, Karl Rüdiger and Tonny Glismand, wanted to design a 
flexible sofa that could include multitude of modules, as well as smaller seating areas 
with only one or two pieces as the comfortable backdrop. An aluminium frame, Pantera 
foam and Leaf fabric in two shades of grey make up this series suitable for outdoor use. 
Previously only available in dark and light grey, this spring, Orlando Outdoor is now 
available in a soothing sand beige.

Calm Pouf
The Calm poufs series is made with 
quick-drying padding. Their sooth-
ing and intriguing expression creates 
a sanctuary of tranquillity outdoors, 
illuminated by the glow of the Do-
nut lamp. Its well-expressed design 
is coupled with ease of use: it can be 
turned on and off with a simple hand 
movement and provides up to 24 
hours of continuous light. The Classic 
Outdoor cushions, available in differ-
ent sizes and colours, will bring the 
final touch of comfort to the patio or 
garden, thanks to their padding made 
of polyester fibres treated with sili-
cone to prevent water absorption. 

An extra touch of nature will bring an atmosphere of peace and quiet to any garden or 
terrace. Bolia suggests to welcome plants and flowers in the Highlands planters, which 
were launched in 2020 alongside the Donut lamps and Classic cushions. Highlands is in-
spired by architecture, whose very expressive raw look will provide a delightful contrast 
with the softness and organic side of the plants. Whether placed together or separately, 
they can be used as space dividers or to create a forest of plants that will envelop this 
selection of outdoor pieces with a calming serenity. The Highlands planters are natu-
rally approved for outdoor use but will equally adorn any indoor space or room with its 
playful expression.


